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THE OAK FOUGHT THE WIND AND WAS 
BROKEN, THE WILLOW BENT WHEN IT MUST AND 
SURVIVED.



Positive Thoughts

Positive Interactions

Positive Emotions

Sleep Hygiene

Mind Body Connection

Spirituality



WHEN BAD THINGS HAPPEN, WE TEND TO ASK OURSELVES…WHY?

Positive Thoughts

How is our explanatory style formed?
• Genetic (50%) 
• Environmental (10%)
• Learnable (40%)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RUNNING TIME:On Slide:  6 minutesCumulative:  1 hour 9 minutes INSTRUCTOR NOTES:  Introduce concept of “explanatory style”.TALKING POINTS:When bad things happen or when we face adversity, we tend to ask ourselves WHY. This is normal.When this occurs we can use a type of “explanatory style”. An explanatory style can be thought of as the way we interpret or assess meaning to events. Our explanatory style can range from a pessimistic view (negative) to an optimistic view (positive).Our explanatory style is heavily influenced by our self-talk:  what we tell ourselves about our self, others, the world, and the future.(Prompt these discussion questions, based on time. Who in the room tends to use an optimistic style?  Who has a pessimistic style?  (Ask online students to raise hand, lower hand.)Do you think we are born this way?  (Online students respond in chat.)Or, are we influenced by environment, such as people, places, or things around us? (Online students respond in chat.)[CLICK TO REVEAL- “How is explanatory style formed?] The 50-10-40% formula was introduced by positive psychologist Sonja Lyubomirsky, in her book “The How of Happiness” (2008.)We all are born with genes that create a certain viewpoint that falls  on this spectrum, due to our genetics. So, what does that mean?50% of our explanatory style is already determined at birth, it cannot be changed.  On the other hand, 50% of our explanatory style can be changed or influenced:10% is environmental. This means influenced by the people, places, and situations around you. For example, our explanatory style can be different at work compared to home.40% is learnable or teachable.One way to think about our explanatory style is like our physical fitness level. We are all born with a certain body type and level of physical fitness, but these things can still be changed through diet, exercise, lifestyle, and other factors.  They are not static. Discussion:So why is it so important to develop an optimistic explanatory style? (reinforce discussion points listed below)If you approach a call or a day pessimistically, you are setting yourself up for a bad experience.Our explanatory style directly impacts how we interact with people and the world around us.And as organization, we can help each other become more optimistic or pessimistic.REFERENCE:Bergink, J. (2015, September 17). Tag Archives: 50-10-40% Formula. Retrieved from http://www.forastateofhappiness.com/tag/50-10-40-formula/�Lyubomirsky, S.  (2008). The How of Happiness.  London: Penguin Books.



A. Activating Event
•What happened?

B. Belief
•What beliefs were operating?

C. Consequences
•Emotions
•Behaviors



https://www.pinterest.com/positivevoices/_created/
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Positive Interaction Ratio
•A positive to negative interaction 

ratio greater than 3:1 is needed to 
build resilience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
RUNNING TIMEOn Slide: 2 minutesCumulative:  22 minutesINSTRUCTOR NOTES:  Introduce positive interaction ratio; facilitate discussion points. TALKING POINTS:The research has shown that there is a ratio that must be achieved in order to build resilience through social interactions. For every 1 negative interaction, you need 3 positive interactions to counteract it.Think about that repeat caller. You get the dispatch, you complain about the call before even leaving the station , the negative talk continues on the way to the call, then you arrive and have a negative interaction with the caller. Then, the negativity continues all the way back to the station. ASK: How many positive interactions do you need just to counteract this one call? (hypothetical question.)Let's talk about how this ratio can effect you at home.Similar research conducted by Dr. John Gottman (a renowned couples therapist) suggested that an even greater ratio may be needed for a successful marriage.  In his research on married couples, Gottman concluded that a 5:1 positive to negative interaction ration is needed. Using this ratio, Gottman predicted with 94% accuracy which marriages would stay together and which would end in divorce.ASK: Think about your day so far- how is your ratio looking? (hypothetical question)REFERENCE:Fredrickson, B. (2010).  Positivity: Top-Notch Research Reveals the 3 to 1 Ratio That Will Change Your Life. Harmony Publishing.Gottman, J. (2015).  The Seven Principles for Making Marriage Work: A Practical Guide from the Country's Foremost Relationship Expert.  Harmony Publishing.  



Be vocal
• Praise often and in 

front of others
• Show gratitude

01
Don’t add fuel
•Mindful speech –

True, Necessary, Kind
•Don’t contribute

02
Foster positivity
• Humor is our friend
• Smile

03



Broaden and build perspective

Improve situational awareness

Better decision making

Improves heart health

Can lead to an overall feeling of security and happiness



Empathize

Validate

HelpDivert

Disengage



Positive 
Thoughts

Positive 
Interactions

Positive 
Emotions



Tactical Breathing

Meditation

Grounding

Yoga



•Eating just to eat 
•Stress-induced eating 
•Rushed eating 
•Excessive portions
•Erratic meal times
•Limited choices 

Eating without intention:



NUTRITION AND EXERCISE

•
•
•
•
•

Data based on research performed by Dr. Sarah Janke



•Norepinephrine
•Fight or Flight

Acute 
Stress

•Cortisol
•Glucose Dumps

Persistent 
Stress
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Common shift 
schedules are 
24/48, 48/96, 
and 24/24 x 3 

then 96. 

Sleep 
deprivation tied 
to impairment 
of extinction 

recall. 
Medpage 

Today.

Those who sleep 
after traumatic 

exposure fair 
better than 

those who don’t 
sleep. Kleim, B. 

SLEEP.

40 percent of 
firefighters suffer 

from a sleep 
disorder. 

Toomey, J. 
Addicted to 

Awake.
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https://www.firerescue1.com/fire-chief/articles/firefighter-sleep-7-ways-to-improve-your-crews-sleep-and-safety-
qlFkNemP5Rce58N5/



Spirituality is a broad concept with room for many perspectives 

A sense of connection to something bigger than ourselves 

A search for meaning in life  

A universal human experience—something that touches us all

https://www.takingcharge.csh.umn.edu/what-spirituality



http://www.lisbonlx.com/definition/32/definition-of-spirituality.html



SPIRITUALITY
WHAT CAN YOU DO TO EXPERIENCE IT?

•
•
•
•
•
•
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